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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, WILLIELM. KLINK, a 

subject of the German Emperor, and resident 
of No. 30 Grosse Reichenstrasse, iamburg, 
Germany, have invented certain new and 
useful improvements in and Relating to 
Piano-Violins, of which the following is a 
specification. r 

The present invention relates to improve 
ments in stringed instruments of one string. 
In the former instruments of this kind the 
effect of the key-board, as well known was 
transmitted onto the string pneumatically 
whereas in this invention the effect is de 
rived mechanically by the aid of levers and 
the like manipulated by keys from a key 
board while the string is sounded by a rotat 
ing roller or running band. 

he accompanying drawing gives a repre 
sentation of the invention, in two forms of 
construction. 

Figure i shows a form of construction in 
which the string is touched by a roller having 
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a ring of horse-hair or the like on its periph 
ery. Fig.2 shows another form of construc 
tion with a band of horse-hair, silk or the like 
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by any suitable device. 
running over two rollers which rotate in an 
arm which keeps stretched the running band 

presser (c) and the string. 
The invention consists in the instrument, 

or violin (a) having only one string, being 
supported on a suitable stand and arranging, 
over its finger-board (b), a plurality of finger 
ing-rods (c), influenced by springs and guided 
in guides which are adapted to touch the 
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string when manipulated by the respective 
keys connected with the bars (f) which are 
operatively connected with the levers (e) and 
(d) arranged over the said rods. Below the 
levers (e) a yoke SR having a counter-weight 
(h) is pivoted. The yoke (g) bears a pin (y) 
whichrests on the movable bearing arm of the 
roller and presses down the latter, when a 
key on the keyboard is moved, in such a 
manner that, during the depression of a key, 
the said yoke is lowered with the lowering of 
the respective figerin rod (c) in such a way 
that the rollers (i) and (k) (Fig.2) having a 
running band of horse-hair or the roller (i) 
(Fig. 1) alone having a ring of horse-hair, 
touches the string of the instrument, whereby 
the latter is caused to sound. 

Fig. 3 is a section 
to show clearly the relation between the 

The size of the rollers is chosen is such a 
way that the band runs free of tie string. 
which, only when the roller or rollers are de 
ressed, is touched near the bridge, and the 
and, on the rollers, is rubbed with coiophony 

by a device (v) arranged thereon in any suit 
able manner. (Fig. 1). 
The manner of working the instrument is 

as follows: When the keys are manipulated 
from the keyboard, the bars (f) work the le 
vers (e) which are arranged upon the yoke 
(g), transfitting a corresponding movement 
on the fingering rods, the levers (d) 
whereby the roller or rollers, lowered in the 
movement, sounds the string according to 
the key which is moved. When the key is 
set free, the fingering rods (e) are lifted by 
springs (u). In this instrument the band is 
kept stretched by any suitable device. The 
device which works like a bow, on this instru 
ment, can be set in motion by a treadie ar 
rangement, and if this device is inserted or 
arranged in a piano, it can be driven by 
springs instead. - 

This invention can be arranged and em 
ES to play like or in orchestrians, zithers, ind the like, and also in electrically playing 
pianos of any construction and its mechan 
ism can be coupled with that of the latter. 

claim: 
in a stringed instrument the combination 

of a stand, a violin having one string ar 
ranged on this stand, 8, finger-board arranged 
on said stand, a plurality of fingering rods 
(c) arranged over the sting and the finger 
board, springs (!) normally raising the fin 
gering rods, guides which guide the rods over 
the string, a plurality of pivoted levers (d) to 
operate the fingering rods respectively, a plu 
rality of evers (e) to operate the levers (d) 
respectively, a plurality of bars (f) movably 
connected with the levers (e), a plurality of 
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keys movably connected with thé bars (f), a . 
device having a driving roller (p), rollers op 
eratively arranged in the said device, a band 
passing around the rollers and normally held 
slightly away from the string, a pivoted and 
counterweighted yoke, connections between 
the levers and the yoke and means for hold 
ing rosin on the band. 
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